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I. Introduction 
A. Natura and Significance of Problem 
Accidents have at various times been considered to be bad 
luck, acts of God, carelessness, or mechanical inefficiency. This 
reasoning has led safety experts to consider the first two factors 
beyond human control and thus, not subject to preventive measures. 
They then commenced to concentrate their efforts to prevent accidents 
caused by mechanical reasons or "carelessness.• 
Thus most of the work accomplished in the field of accident 
prevention represents the efforts of engineering oriented and trained 
personnel. These safety engineers have increased their efforts each 
succeeding year to design and apply guards to machinery and to conduct 
widespread education through broadside propaganda, yet accident statis-
tics continue to mount. 
In 1957 accidents were the leading cause of death in the age 
group of one (1) through twenty-four (24) and tied with heart disease 
as the leading cause of death in the twenty-five (25) through forty-
four (44) year age group.# In this same year 95,000 people were killed 
in accidents of all types with 14,200 being killed in industrial acci-
dents. Bodily injuries resulting from industrial accidents totalled 
1,950,000 and resulted in 230,000,000 lost man days of labor with a 
total cost of four (4) billion dollars in lost wages and production.* 
# Latest year complete statistics are available. 
* 12, P. 5 
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These figures indicate that although •uch tiae, effort, and mone1 is 
beiDg expended to promote satet7 the desired results are not obtained. 
lass education .and •chine gusrdiDg ban reached the point of dirainish-
iDg returns. 
In 1922 Bofd Fisher wrote that accident prevention had then 
become stereotfPSd and ineffective. Wfhen railroads began to stencil 
the wards 'Satet7 First' on all box oars, the public ceased to reed them. 
We don't heed the slogan, 1AlWBfs Be Careful,' or 1Don 1t Get Hurt,' 
stamped on a carload of steers aeymore than the cattle do. We m&1 ann 
give attention to the oddit7 of the phrase, 'The Rosd of The Big Baked 
Potatoe.• But 1Satet7 First' are words which we have reed before; the7 
are part of our usual environment.. It part of our usual conduct is to 
be careless, the slogan goes right along with it.•* As tar back as 1922 
this insdequac7 was pointed out to the satet7 raonment; but even so, 
broadside propaganda continues today in its usual and ineffective •1• 
A parcentage of acciden'k are be7ond the control of human be-
ings. In these the agent is the principle factor. It is impossible to 
tell where lightning will strike or to know the instant of spontaneous 
combustion in a grain elen.tor, and probabl.J' it is difficult to say when 
a washed out railroad bridge should have been shored up. A somellhat 
larger percentage of accidents can be attributed to conditions in the 
environment; the broken panment, congested, darkened streets and high-
WBfS in storm,y weather, or poor lighting, slippeey bathtubs and sb.aq 
banisters in the home. In some of these instances, human intelligence 
* 5, P. J.h 
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can control or at least anticipate the dangers. Faulty wiring can be 
corrected, the broken stair riser repaired, and a habitual precaution-
ary horse sense can prevent many a sad experience where the environmen-
tal factor plays a large part. Afte~ all, an experienced sailor wouldntt 
have lived to be experienced if he had made a habit of smoking on the 
deck of a newly discharged tanker. 
However, in a great n~~ber of accidents the poor victim is 
most responsible. And in all of these accident proneness is the best 
descriptive term for the causative factor or factors. 
The reader will note that most of the previous work in acci-
dent prevention fails to recognize and consider a basic tenet of psy-
chology, that of individual differences. In this frame of reference, 
the differences are specifically the individual's differences in sus-
ceptibility to accidents. 
Before proceeding I would like to emphasize that nowhere in 
this paper do I plan to depreciate or subtract from the work already 
done to make factories safer and to inform employees of the need for 
safety. If these things had not already been done there would be no 
place for a new emphasis on safety based on individual differences. 
Basically, individuals have more similarities than differences, thus 
the logical first step and the one already accomplished is to make the 
improvements that will effect the greatest results. It is from this 
point that any new techniques must proceed. 
The phenomenon or idea of accident proneness was stumbled 
upon when it was observed that in most work groups a minority of work-
8 
.an ware responsible tor the majorit7 of injuries. This observation 
leads to the idea or accident proneness and of the accident prone per-
sonalit7 as a possible explanation. This theory that accidents otten 
occur because or the psychological makeup of the victim has been the 
subject or increasing interest to psfChologists, industrialists, and 
others concerned with the nation's health. This interest has led to 
research which bas developed in two (2) general ways. One area of de-
velopment bas been the so-called statistical approach and the other 
bas bean the clinical or individual approach. 
B. Statiftical Approach 
The basis tor the statistical concept or accident proneness 
comes from the tact that a relative~ ... 11 percentage or individuals 
within a group have the large percentage or accidents experienced by 
this group. One or the earliest studies of this concept done b.f Green-
wood and Woods tends to support this statement# Several more recent 
studies also substantiate this general conclusion. For example, in an 
industrial plant employing several thousand workers, it was found that 
twent7 (20) percent or the workers accounted tor all accidents, while 
six (6) percent accounted tor sixt;y-tiva (65) percent or all accidents.-
In another study Jurgensen found tort7-nine (49) percent or tha employ-
9 
ees ot a company had ninet7-tour (94) percent or the total number or 
accidents, twenty-nine (29) percent bad eighty (80) percent or the ac-
cidents, and eleven (11) percent bad titty (50) percent or the accidents.*** 
* 14, P. 1-12 
- 22, P. 1.34-141 
*** 19, P. 40-49 
Slocoabe studied 2,651 accidents involving 625 employees. He found 
tbat 908 accidents occurred to 442 eaployees (2.1 each) and 1, 733 ao-
cidents occurred to 183 eaployees (9.5 each). He further reported tbat 
six (6) percent or all employees had sixty-rive (65) percent of all ac-
cidents.* 
However, the true value or this appl'oach does not lis, in the 
impl'essive data pl'Bsented, tor when aany or tba studies are reevaluated, 
applying simple chance expectancy, or when the periods of study are pro-
jected over longer periods or time the results are not nearly so con-
clusive.** The true value or this approach lines in the awareness it 
baa created toward the human factors which make up the accident prone-
ness syndrome. While the statistical concept does not attempt to de-
tine wbat makes en individual pl'one to accidents, it bas indicated tbat 
such proneness does exist. Incidental to this, statistics have also 
shown that whatever the syndrome 11181 be, it is not always a stable char-
acteristic, thus causing it to be infinitely more difficult to detect 
or isolate. 
It accident proneness were actually a stable personality char-
acteristic, it would be possible to ferret out the accident prone in-
dividuals in a group and decrease the relative frequency or accidents 
in tbat group by removing these individaals. The fallacy or this idea 
is illustrated by reference to the date or Adelstein covering the ac-
cident experience or 104 railroad workmen for three years.*** Table I 
* 22, p. 1~137 
** 18, P. 195-211; 20, P. :32-33 
*** 17, P. 141-148 
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shows the accident rate for the 104 men for each 7ear on the first line 
and the accident rate for 94 men remaining after removing the ten who 
had the most accidents in the first 7ear on the se~ond line, The re-
moval or the ten accident prone men for the first 7ear had no good in-
fluence on the accident rate or the remainder for the second and third 
One severe lilllita'tiion of predictions b7 the statistical ap-
proach is that in general the onl,y reports available are those of ac-
cidents resulting in relativel,y severe injuries. It is not !mown wheth-
er or not these have &n7 constant relation to accidents resulting in 
minor injuries, or accidents resulting in no injuries. Possibl,y the 
fact than an injur7 eliminates the injured person from the statistics 
for a considerable period of time is one factor in reducing the accu-
rac7 or the statistics. 
c. Clin:!.cal 1woach 
Recentl7 more attention has been given to the clinical or 
individual approach of e:mmining each individual and each accident for 
all the factors and attempting to eliminate the contributor7 ones. This 
is expensive but has produced the best results thus far. As mention-
ed earlier, while the statistical .. thod does not attempt to define or 
isolate the contributing factors in accident proneness, the clinical 
or individual method does tr7 to define or isolate and then treat these 
factors. 
This paper will be primaril,y concerned with the clinical or 
indiTidual approach to the stud7 or accident proneness. More specif-
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TABLE I 
ACCIDENT RATES FOR THE SHUNTERS WHO JOINm IN 1944 
AND SHUNTED FOR THREE YEARS * 
Firat Second 
.I.!E Year 
Mean Accident Rate for 104 lien 0.557 0.355 
llean Accident Rate after el:blinating 
rates of ten man with highest rate in 
first year, i.e. rate of 94 remaining men 0.393 0.,361 
* National Satet:r !!!!, vol. 67, Ju~ 1953. P. 60 
Third 
!!!£ 
0.317 
0.329 
~ 
ioal]¥, it will focus upon various factors of indiYidual psycholou 
which are thought to pl'edispose an individual to accidents. The fol• 
lowing section will review several ot the significant studies perform-
ed. Inolwied also will be a review of current psychoana]¥tic theory 
as it relates to accident pl'oneness. 
D. ForBlplation .J! HlJ!Oth!sis 
In connection with the psychoana]¥tio theory relative to ac-
oident pl'oneness Dunbar has reported that individuals who manifest a 
poor adjustment toward authority figures and who possess a history of 
juvenile or adult criainal behavior have a personelity pattern which 
pl'edisposes them to be poone to accidents.*# Knowledge ot the above 
theory, together with intellectual curiosity concerning its validity, 
Jrompted tl:\8 hypothesis alld original study contained in this paper. 
The hypothesis to be tested is as follows: Irresponsible or malad-
justed individuals, identified by a juvenile or crim.inal court record, 
have a significant]¥ higher incidence of accidents and injuries than 
otherwise responsible and normsl:cy adjusted individuals. 
To test this hypothesis and also to avoid the usual aPpt"oach 
to accident research, the criterion used to select cases was whether or 
not the man concerned had a history ot criainel behavior. The stwiy 
will compare tort)' (40) •n, ages 17 - 25, who have a crim.inal histo-
ey, versus a comparable group of forty (40) men who have no recorded 
difficulty with the law. These cases will be reviewed tor relative 
* 4, P. 168-247 
II Dunbar's study will be reviewed in the ne:z:t section. 
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acoideat frequency and se~ity between groups, Several other diag-
nostic but less important comparisons will also be made aul. reported. 
II. Review of Previous Studies 
A. General 
In this section, I will review some significant studies that 
have attempted to determine and isolate various aspects of individual 
Jl! ychology, which are thought to predispose a person to accidents. The 
reason many studies have been undertaken in this area of accident re-
search is the notion that if a characteristic could be isolated as the 
causative factor, a test or technique could be developed that would de-
tect this characteristic, With a reliable method of detection, persons 
prone to accident and/or injury could be denied employment or placed 
in less hazardous work. With time, this notion has lost some of its 
original credibility, the current belief being that individuals, prone 
to accident or not, react totally to their environment, with many in-
dividual factors, including their current environment being interde-
pendent in the causation of accidents, 
In accord with the limitation established for this paper, 
only studies dealing with the various aspects of individual psychology 
found to be significant in the causation of accidents will be reviewed, 
thereby omitting specific mention of studies dealing with physical 
health, age, experience, fatigue, and environmental conditions. These 
latter factors have been adequately researched through controlled stud-
ies with much conclusive data now available. 
The general area of individual psychology will be sub-divided 
into mental ability; the ratio between perceptual and muscular speed; 
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emotional factors, including emotional maturity and emotional stabili-
ty; and personality factors, including specifically attitudes, empathic 
ability, and some psychoanalytic considerations of the accident habit. 
Artificial distinctions may be noted in the above breakdown with many 
of the factors interdependent or in combination with one another. Now-
ever, it is the writer's opinion that a breakdown in this way will en-
able a clearer presentation of data and a more natural development to-
ward the hypothesis. 
B. Mental Ability 
Early studies relating accidents to intelligence reported many 
contradictory results. One study showed a significant correlation be-
tween intelligence and accidents experienced.* Other studies indicated 
little or no correlation between these two factors, the currently ac-
ceptsd belief being that intelligence is significant only when it is be-
low the minimum needed to perform the work and to recognize existing 
hazards.** 
The apparent reason for the early contradiction appears to be 
the desire of researchers to correlate varying degrees of intelligence 
directly with varying accident rates. Intelligence below a particular 
level does correlate inversely with accident rate, however, varying de-
grees of intelligence above this level have little significance, an 
exception to this being the accident resulting in part from boredom 
through poor placement of an individual with high intelligence who may 
* 10, P. 192 
** 13, P. 2-11 
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find a particular task unchallenging and allow his attention to wander. 
Detecting low mental ability is easi~ done with manyvsts 
now available. This will result in eliminating those who do not possess 
the basic minimum intelligence needed to detect existing safety hazards 
and at the same time eliminate individuals with marginal or limited 
trainability. 
In this regard, overemphasis must not bs placed on the rela-
tionship of intelligence to accidents. In the following, Maier compe-
tent~ sums up the current~ accepted belief. "It is probable that in-
telligence when inadequate for the situation, is an important trait in 
accident proneness. When adequate intelligence is present, it may cease 
to operate as a factor.... Certainly the importance of intelligence 
in avoiding accidents has been overrated in the popular mind. Acci-
dents are not by any means confined to fools •••• "* 
C. !!!.til! Between Muscular .!!!! Perceptual Speed 
Drake has proposed a theory to explain the influence of acci-
dent proneness. According to him, "Where the perception level is equal 
to or higher than the motor level, the employee is accident prone, and 
his accident proneness becomes greater as this difference increases."** 
Drake demonstrated the feasibility of this theory in a study 
made on a group of factory workers. de gave them three motor or mani-
pulative tests and two tests of visual inspection and sorting. The raw 
scores were converted into percentiles, and the difference in motor level 
* 9, P. 356 
** 16, P. 335-341 
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as compared with perception level was obtained. The study showed that 
employees who were faster on the motor tests than on the perception tests 
had more accidents, and, conversely, that those who were faster on the 
perception tests than on the motor tests had fewer accidents. Drake re-
ports that selecting new employees for comparable tasks on the basis of 
performance on these tests reduced accidents 70 percent.* He believes 
that this theory is applicable to all types of accidents including auto-
mobile accidents. An obvious limitation of this theory is the lack of 
consideration given to the individual's personality and to contributing 
emotional factors both at the time of test administration and at the time 
of accident occurrence. 
D. Emotional Factors 
1. Emotional St&bilitv 
Two emotional factors which have been found to be related to 
accidents are general emotional uturity and the emotional state at the 
time of the accident. Hersey in a sttdy of the emotional state and day 
to day adjustment of over 1,000 workers, found that most of them ex-
perienced a cyclical change in aood.** This cyclical mood change is 
manifested by high a:ai low states which if carried to extremes would 
represent the manic-depressive psychosis. 
In relation to these changes in mood the first factor that 
Hersey noted was that most accidents occurred when workers were in a 
low emotional state, such as: worried, apprehensive, disgusted, pee-
vish, etc. These workers were involved in over 800 accidents and al-
* 16, P • .3.35-.341 
** 21, p. 59-65 
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11ost s1xt;r (60) percent or the accidents occurred when the worker ns 
worried, apprehensive, or in some other low emotional state. This fact 
becomes Yer7 diagnostic when the total group of workers was emotional~ 
low slight~ less than twenty (20) percent or the tills. This in turn 
shows that the number or accidents which occurred must have been und~ 
influenced b;r the e11otional state of the individuals involved, or that 
the emotional state of the worker is a very good indicator of his pos-
sible accident susceptibilit, at ~ particular time. 
In contrast to the high percentage of accidents occurring when 
the worker is emotional~ low it would seem reasonable to assume that 
during periods of elation the worker would be relatively accident f'ree. 
In another stiXi;r or Herse;r the reverse of this is found to be true. He 
finds that when elation and peysicsl vigor become too exuberant, acoi• 
dents and their illportance lose significance in the elated worker's 
mind. These 11oments or high elation often make the 11ost careful worker 
perform some thoughtless act which may cost him a finger or an e;re. 
Roughly twenty (20) percent or the observed accidents occurred when the 
workers were in such a high state though the workers were in such .l:Wml 
on~ fifteen (15) percent of the tille. This leaves on~ slight~ more 
than twenty (20) percent of 1be r811&ining accidents to occur when the 
workers are neither abnorma~ ~ nor low, is, slight~ more than six-
t;r-five (65) percent or the time. 
~other element which often enters into a worker's behavior 
during such an elated •ood is the fact tbat his good reeling may stimu-
late him to produce at his highest rate. His concentration on output 
19 
alone makes hill less careful tblln he usuJ.4 would be. Undcubtabl;r a 
worker who is so engrossed in hillselt, or in the actul operation he 18 
perfol'lling that he is not aware of aeything else, is more likel;r to sus-
tain an accident than the worker who takes time to consider the safe-
ty rules which govern his particular job. 
2. Ellotiqnal !laturitY 
Emotional uturity is the other aspect of emotions having an 
important influence on the causation of accidents. In this regard Tit• 
fin wrote, "Aside from the fairl;r cOIIIIlon fluctuations in temperament 
that are quite certain to be found aaong a few at least of an;y large 
group of employees, there is the .attar of general emotional maturity 
in responses which varies considerabl;r from one person to another. It 
is entirel;r possible for an individul to be fifty years old by the 
calendar and ;yet be onl;r five or six years old in terms of the level 
of his emotional behavior. A Certain level of emotional development 
characterizes each state of the normal growth process. The baby cries 
and slseps, the two-year-old kicks and screams, the eight-year-old 
fights, the adolescent sulks. The normal adult seldom il:ldulges in 
any of these kinds of behavior; instead he has matured to a point where 
he recognizes and practices other, more social ways of gaining his end. 
Occasionally, however, we find a supposedl;r mature individual who has 
not grown up emotionall;r. He curses and fights like a child, sulks 
like an adolescent, and even oocasionall;r cries like a baby. Such be-
havior obviousl;r does not result in the degree of carefulness and re-
sponsibilitr necessary tor safe practice in a modern industrial plant.•* 
* 11, P. 441·442 
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E. Persopalitx Factors 
1. Empathic Abilit:r 
FOL"ty steel mill workers baYe been studied by Speroff with 
reference to their interpersonal desirability nlues, accident rates 
and npathic ability as measured by Ih!l Emt!!tb.y ~·* One half of 
the sample (high interpersonal desirability Y&lues and low accident 
records) was compared with the other hslf of the sample (low inter-
personal desirability YBlues and high accident records) in an effort 
to test a factor of accident Jroneness theory, i.e., that aaey work-
ers with high accident records laCk the skills to handle people dip-
loaatioally. The theOL"y appears to be nlid since it was noted that 
a significant difference existed between the two groups, those having 
low empathic ability being the ones who have the highest accident rec-
ords and the lowest interpersonal desirability values. 
In this saae sttldy it was found that in employing a modified 
sociometric technique on steel mill employees, the workers who were 
most liked by their fellow workers tended to be relatively accident 
free, whereas those who were least liked by their work aSBociates had 
high accident rates. 
The b;rpothesis, which is upheld in this sttldy, is that some 
workers lack the perceptual and/or motor skills to handle either work 
dexterously or people diplomstically and as a result become more proone 
to accidents. The results reveal that the group with the high inter-
personal desirability values and low accident records is superior to 
* 23, P. 29'7 
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the group with the low interpersonal desirability values and high acci-
dent records in their ability to empathize or respond to others as called 
for in the test. Hence, this inability to respond to others' reactions, 
feelings, and behavior may be attributed to a withdrawal reaction, wor-
ries and anxieties, frustrations or even regressive types of behavior 
which are conducive to precipitating accidents. 
2. Attitudes 
Many studies have pointed to a relationship between accident 
frequency and an attitude of cooperation toward the employer's rules and 
regulations, especially those dealing with safety. In a study of street-
car motormen it was found that faulty attitude was the greatest single 
trait contributing to accidents.* These findings are significant since 
they point to the role played by this personality trait; however it 
should be noted that the types of behavior referred to in Table II are 
symptoms of psychological disturbance rather than psychological causes 
of accidents. In order to understand why these factors contribute to 
accidents it is necessary to go beyond the overt action and attempt to 
examine the underlying maladjustment. Therefore, in reference to faulty 
attitude, including also irresponsibility, inattention, and uncoopera-
tive behavior, the important point is that these are not causes but 
symptoms of underlying causes of accidents. This underlying maladjust-
ment of many accident repeaters will be discussed extensively in the 
following paragraphs. 
* Table II 
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TABLE II 
PRDIARI CAUSES OF ACCIDENT-PRONENESS 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AllOJIG FIFl'Y MOTORMEN 
li'OODHILL DIVISION, THE CLEVELUD RAIUI'AY COMPANY* 
2..1!11!! 
Faulty AttitlJie 
Failure to Recognize Potential Hazards 
Faulty JIJigae!'lt of Speed or Distance 
IlllpulsiTeness 
Irresponsibility 
Failing to Kesp •ttention Constant 
NervoUBiless and Fear 
Defective Vision 
Organic Diseases 
Slow Reaction 
High Blood Pressure 
Senility 
Worry and Depression 
Fatigability 
Improper Distribution of Attention , 
Inexperience 
Jliscellaneous 
Percent 
12 
12 
10 
8 
8 
6 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
* Tiffin, Joseph: IMgstrial Psychologr, New York, Prentice-Hall, 
second ed., 1947. P. 440 
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F, Psychosomatic Considerations~ Accident Proneness 
This last, and probably most significant review, deals with 
the pioneering work done in the field or psychosomatic diagnosis by 
Dunbar, The data which will be reviewed here are the secondary gains 
derived from a twelve year study dealing with the emotional causes or 
certain illnesses, specifically cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and 
rheumatism,* 
Dr, Dunbar's original plan was to conduct a study of all pa-
tients admitted to Presbyterian Hospital, New York City, for treatment 
of the above mentioned diseases. The purpose was to determine whether 
or not definite personality characteristics could be distinguished in 
these diseases thus establishing their relationship to the emotions, 
A large group of patients was needed to compare with those 
being studied; a group which would be easily available for analysis and 
study, Since the most seemingly normal individuals arriving at a large 
hospital would appear to be the accident cases, a group of fracture 
cases was selected for controls, Shortly after the study began, it be-
came apparent to Dunbar and her associates that the fracture cases, 
which were presumed normal psychologically, actually were far from it, 
In fact the fracture group proved as abnormal emotionally as the other 
psychosomatic patients, and emotional influences were seen to be at 
work causing accidents in a great many cases, 
The fracture patients had 14 times as great a tendency to have 
* 4, P, 168-247 
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disabling mishaps as the average of all the other groups in the hospi-
tal. These fracture patients averaged fr0111 three (.3) to four (4) sari-
ous accidents each, but the illness groups averaged less than three ac-
cidents to ten patients. Eighty percent of the fracture groups had 
pt"erlousl;r had two or more accidents and more than half of them had 
had three or more.* 
Dr. Dunbar's group of fracture patients, compt"ising several 
hwdred admitted over a period of several years, represents a fairl;r 
good population cross section. Some eighty percent of her fracture 
patients were definitely pt"one to accidents. This was in sharp contrast 
with the several other groups suffering from heart disease, diabetes, 
etc. The incidence of accidents and history of pt"evious accidents in 
the illness group fitted the normal pattern of about seventeen percent, 
which are due to purely environmental or mechanical causes.** These 
results are very significant when the following rule of thumb is ap-
plied: "For every major injury (fracture) there are appt"oximatel;r twen-
ty-nine (29) minor injury accidents ••• for every minor injury accident 
there ere approximately thirty (.30) no injury accidents."*** Consider-
ed in this W8f every fracture case studied represents the culmination 
of appt"oximately S70 accidents. 
Dunbar's studies at Presbyterian Hospital have attempted to 
identify the personality profile of the individual who has repeated ac-
cidents. It is true that this group compt"ised onl;r fracture cases, but 
* 4, P. 156-16.3 
** 8, P. 21 
*** 8, P. 27 
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fractures are the result of accidents, and can be considered as a rep-
resentative sample of the field coveri.ng all types of serious injuries. 
Accident patients studied gave a history of being exposed to 
accident, i.e., an accident or accidents in the rami~ or close friends, 
in forty-six (46) ]llrcent or the cases. Actual rami~ history or acci-
dent was slightly more than forty (40) percent. It is extremely signif-
icant that this figure was more than three (3) times the history of ac-
cidents in any of the other groups studied. This might mean that acci-
dent prone persons inherited a tendency toward the type or personality 
which develops accidents. Or it might mean that persons susceptible to 
accidents become that way to a certain extent by becoming sensitized to 
accidents or accident-conscious. This imitative tendency seems to be 
very evident in ma~ other diseases of psychosomatic origin and is often 
referred to as pseudo-hereditary. This is easi~ understood because the 
faculty of imitation is highly developed in unstable individuals. 
Accident patients were also outstanding in the quality of their 
previous health; a third of the oases had a perfect health history before 
their accident tendency. They were much less troubled by colds and nerv-
ousness than the general population. Their history of major operations 
was quite low, and half were for appemioitis and bernie. Major illness 
was equal]J" infrequent and the venereal disease rate was also low. 
Although patients having fractures showed great interest in 
sports, on~ rare~ did their injuries come from sports. They were per-
teet~ able to take care of themselves on the playing field, yet slipped 
and fell with amazi.ng regularity at home and at work. They did not marry 
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with the same frequency as either the other psychosomatic oases studied, 
or the general population. When they did marry, the number of children 
per marriage tended to be lower. Cberaoteristioally, as would be ex-
pected from the personality t;ype, their marriages tended to be somewhat 
unstable, and extr&llllll'ital :pl'omiacuitywas relatively common. 
The theory that accidents do not just happen by accident is 
demonstrated too, in the type of accident which occurred to these peo-
ple. l!'alle wre very frequent, in the bollS, on the ice, on the street, 
and in front of moving automobiles. Fifty (50) percent of their injuriee 
reeulted from falls. The nWiber of accidents in which they 1119re the 
drivers of the oars 1fBB significantly lower than in accidents occurring 
in other groups. ID ~ O&aes the accidents tended to repeat th911111elves 
with almost monotonous regularity, the same erm or leg being broken re-
peatedly or, the same joint being injured repeatedly. Sometimes they 
exactly imitated injuries which thflr had witnessed sometime before. 
The only category in which accident prone fracture cases showed 
a lower incidence of accidents than other groups studied by Dunbar 1fBS 
in those where the victia was iD.jiiNd by someone else. The high per-
centage of accidents in which the victim is himself the agent, such as 
fall11 and particularly falling under autoaobiles, seems to beer out the 
illlpression that these individuals receive their injuries by deliberate, 
if unconscious, intention. 
In eighty (80) percent of Dr. Dunber 1s cases there 1fBS a histOoo 
ey of two or more :pl'evious accidents; the average 1fBS four (4) accidents 
per person. The average in the other payobosoliStic diseases studied 
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was less than three-tenths of one accident per person; while the over-
all accident tendency in the fracture group as a whole was about fourteen 
times that of any other group stlliied. Characteristically, since wa have 
Baid that accidents tend to repeat tbeuelves in type, the fracture group 
showed a preponderance of injuries involving structural organs. Illest of 
the other psychosomatic patients studied showed a tendency toward cuts. 
About half of the fracture patients fitted whet might be called 
a "happy-go-lucky• type. They showed little evidence of the nervous ten-
sion which characterizes most psychosoaatic patients, and would ordinari-
ly be envied for their cheerful outlook on life. They 11anifested a rath-
er unstable general character, howe~r, and rarely completed difficult or 
lengthy assignments. This factor was especially pt"Onounced in school and 
employment history. 
Emotionally, accident pt"one patients seemed to be very extro-
verted. They liked people and people liked them, they mixed well soci-
ally, and were quite casual about many things, including marriage aJJi 
sexual life. Intellectually, accident pt"ones were found to be average 
or above in intelligence, but showed little interest in intellectual 
values and deep thinking. They tend to make up their minds quickly, 
often without deliberation. Emotionall1 superficial, they tend to show 
an adventurous trend, with a tendency to aYOid responsibility and li~ 
from day to day. .None of these tendencies are those which lead to or 
indicate any strong neurotic tendency; in fact they are those which the 
average person tends to envy in others, because he cannot usually divorce 
himself from reality to the same extent. 
Interest in machin1t17, sports, gambling, and similar pastilles 
is a characteristic or .amy who are given to accidents, with impulsi~ 
behavior being an essential trait. It appears to be a tendency to ex-
plosi~ outbursts or more or less undirected energy that precipitates 
the victim's accidents. 
G. Psxchoans]rlic Iaplie&tions 9!. Authoritr 
~ Reterapce l2 AqcWut Pronagsa 
Authority in childhood is represented first by the parent and 
later by society, the policoan, the boss, employer, and similar figures. 
Where this authority is fair and impartial and properly tempered with 
mercy the child usually adjusts satisfactorily, but where authority is 
rigid and severe in the form or a stern, forbidding, obsessive type par-
ent, there is revolt and resentaent. Some or this may be exhibited as 
temper, but the major portion is rell'essed into the unconscious. Thus 
many people grow up with a great deal or suppressed resentment and hate, 
which colors their entire living as adults. As with all suppressed e-
motions, they frequently show jast the opposite externally. 
This tendency to accumulate unconscious resentment and anxi-
etJ is recognised as a factor largely present in many psychosomatic 
diseases. It selects various parts of the body tor its expression, 
largely because or some psychological shook developed in connection 
with the particular system involved.* 
In the accident prone individual the tension appears to man-
ifest itselt in muscular activit7, almost as it the structural eleDIBnts 
* 4, P. 212 
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or the bcxiy, the trllllk and the extremeties, bad been selected a11 the 
organ system tor expression or this basic conflict. This tendency is 
confirmed by the tact that in accident prone persons the structural 
system is injured regularly. 
Characteristically, accident prone individuals are busy, ath-
letic and active. They appear to have adjusted to authority satisfac-
torily, but underneath the apparent adjustment there is a great deal 
or tension and guilt, particularly when their emotions are disturbed 
by daily conflicts. Guilt nearly always accompanies the resentment 
or the Ego, which has not succeeded in adjusting in ohildhocxi and de-
veloping its own strong position as governor or the emotions. Immedi-
ately after an accident, many or Dunbar's patients unwittingly revealed 
their sense or guilt upon interview but later suppressed these thoughts. 
It must not be assumed that these individuals consciously plan 
to injure themselves. Th1s is definitely not the case, although the un-
conscious urge to salt destruction is probably never very far below the 
conscious level. What happens to bring about an accident is the mo-
mentary breakdown or the balance or adjustment by the individual be-
tween authority in whatever form and his own urge to resent it. The 
precipitating factor may be one of the small emotional upheavals which 
are encountered regularly. Most would repress this resentment or turn 
the nervous anergy generated into psyohosOII&tic symptoms, but the ac-
cident prone responds with a burst or impulsive and often Uldirectad 
activity. Thus many are injured in ridiculous ways, such as taking 
dares, or other foolish acts. 
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According to Dunbar some accidents are a reaction against 
something which the individual does not want to do. Nearly always there 
appears an immediate feeling of guilt for their unreasoning resentment, 
and with it still more resentment is generated. In these cases, how-
ever, after the initial guilt, the patient concentrates on the injury 
itself and the return he can get from it* 
It is very important to reemphasize that these mental proces-
ses which seem to lead to acts of self destruction are not conscious. 
The individual feels tension only in terms of working it off by muscu-
lar activity, but this impulsive burst often causes him injury. 
In sum, Dunbar found that accident prones are impetuous peo-
ple who convert their momentary impulses into action without delibera-
tion and planning. This decisiveness is part of a drive for indepen-
dence and self reliance in their present situation and not an inte-
grated, smoothly functioning• part of their personality. They harbor a 
deep resentment against those in authority and at the same time they 
have a strict conscience that causes them to feel guilty for their re-
bellion. In the unconsciously provoked accident they can express their 
resentment and at the same time atone for rebellion by their injuries. 
In addition, many of the accident patients studied revealed a childhood 
history of persistent lying, stealing, truancy, and other forms of de-
linquency. Later some of these tendencies disappeared, apparently to 
be replaced by the accident habit. When this personality pattern is 
* 4, P. 246-247 
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placed beside those or other groups in the population, it turns out to 
match that or the juvenile delinquent and the adult criminal. As Dun-
bar consistently indicates, •The behavior characteristics or the per-
sistent breaker or laws is like that or the persistent breaker or bones."* 
* 4, P. 222-224 
III. Original StOO.y of Aooident Proneness 
A. Purwse .5!£ ~ 
This study will delve further into the relationship already 
noted between accident proneness and criminal behavior. In the previ-
ous section Dunbar has reported a similarity in personality profile 
between her study group or fracture oases and juvenile or adult crim-
inals. She further noted that repeated accidents and criminal behavi-
or are manifestations or the same underlying maladjustment to authori-
ty. It both or these forms or adjustive behavior result trom the same 
underlying cause, then it is reasonable to assume that both forma or 
behavior may be manifested by the same individuals. Herein lies the 
basis for this study which will attempt to answer through a hypothesis 
the following questions1 Are the traits or accident proneness and 
criminal behavior present in the same individuals, and if so, to what 
degree? As a means of answering these questions, the following hypo-
thesis was formulated 1 Irresponsible or maladjusted individuals, i-
dentified by a juvenile or oriminal court record, have had a signif-
icantly higher incidence of accidents and injuries than otherwise re-
sponsible and normally adjusted individuals. This hypothesis may also 
serve to test the validi~ of certain aspects of current psychoanalytic 
theory relative to accident proneness. 
B. Method ~Conducting Studr 
To secure data for this study it was decided to extract trom 
records information relative to medical history, medical and psycho-
logical examination results, and social-legal backgrounds of eighty (80) 
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aen. These men were selected from among those ordered by their local 
Selective Service Boe.rds to report to an Armed Forces Examining Station 
for examination. The information thus obtained was to be verified and 
supplemented through interviews and by contact with appropriate agencies. 
These subjects were chosen for study because the group was readily avail-
able, large in number, and heterogeneous in nature. Another considers• 
tion was the age range of sevanteen (17) through twenty-five (25) which 
encompasses a large part of the period of life when accidents reach 
their greatest incidence.* 
The data gathered concerning these eighty (80) men was arranged 
in two major groups of forty (40) oases each. One group is composed of 
Hn who have been adjudicated to be juvenile delinquents or else con-
victed of at least one offense equal to, or more serious than, a mis-
demeanor. The reHining forty (40) cases, similar in all other respects, 
have not had any recorded difficulty with law enforcement agencies. The 
first group are considered the test cases; the second group will be 
utilized as a control group. These groups will be compared for rela-
tive frequency and severity of accidental injuries experienced during 
the lifetime of the men concerned. 
Cases were selected for study using a stratified sampling 
technique.- This was employed to avoid the possibility of selecting 
a study group and a control group with dissimilar intelligence score 
distributions. Stratification was accomplished by randomly selecting 
* 12, P. 5 
- 1, P. 114 
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a predetermined number of cases within each mental test score category 
of the Armed Forces Qualification T~at.* Thus each group of forty (40) 
cases, i.e., criminal records versus control group was sampled in this 
ways ten (10) cases or mental category IV (percentile scores 10..30) 1 
twenty (20) cases of mental category III (percentile scores 31-64), and 
ten cases of mental category II (percentile scores 65-92). This sample-
ing encompasses eighty-tli'O (82) percent or the possible cases, eliminat-
ing those above the ninety-second (92) and below tba tenth (10) par-
centile while giving increased representation to cases with intelligence 
scores closest to the mean.** 
The following records were used as tba prime source or informa-
tion in compiling data relative to injuries experienced by the groups 
studied. 
a) The Medieal History Statement eompleted and signed 
by each man prior to being physieally examined. 
b) Tba form completed by a medical technician which 
records pictorially all permanent body marks and 
scars over one inch in length or diameter. 
c) The report or Medical Examination eompleted by a 
physician at the time he performs the examination. 
While performing this examination the pbysieian makes 
use or information contained in other forms to help 
the examinee recall the number, type and extent or 
his previous injuries.*** 
* Appendix I 
-Table III 
*** Appendix II 
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The injury data extracted from these forms was arranged in 
the following three categories tor tabulation: 
a) Number ot body soars due to injuries. 
b) Number ot fractures. 
c) Additional accidents or injuries requiring medical 
care. 
This method ot presentation allows tor a distinction in se-
verity between serious injuries such as fractures and relativelJ' minor 
injuries such as lacerations or sprains. These cstegories ware also 
chosen becsuse they represent eeoh basic type ot injury, from outs and 
lacerations manifested by soars, to sprains, strains, and contusions 
which may be serious enough to require medical cere but do not leave 
soars. In tabulation each instance of injury is considered once even 
though it may meet the criteria tor acre than one category. 
As a corollary to assembling data necessary to test the ny-
pothesis, various data has also been assembled which may give an indi-
cation ot the degree ot difference, it &:!J1'1 in emotional stabilit;r be-
tween the groups studied. This additional data was derived from the 
same sources as the accident-injury data, then corroborated through 
interviews and by contact with law enforcement agencies, school offi-
cials, and business organizations.* The information consists ot edu-
cational and employment history and current employment status or the 
individuals studied. Since Dunbar has noted that her accident p:-ons 
patients generally had erratic educational and employment histories 
* Appendix II 
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and usually did not complete the last educational unit undertaken, this 
data u.y serve to reinforce or deey her previous findings.* 
Data is also assembled concerning the n~ber of physical com-
plaints checked by the examinee on his Medical History Statement. This 
information is essentially an evaluation by the uaminee of his 01111 
state of health and has been assembled to test Dunbar's suspicions in 
this field. She has theorized that indiTiduals who possessed the ac-
cident habit 'lfEil'e often athletic aDi considered themselves to be phys-
ically fit; physical examination usually upheld this opinion. In con-
trast to this, those who were illness prone (psychosomatic) tended to 
emphasize and capitalize on their real or imagined illnesses.** A 
general review or survey will be made to compare the number of complaints 
noted between the study group and the control group. 
c. Reenlts ~ ~ 
The tabulated results or the study have upheld the original 
hypothesis. or the twelve (12) areas or opportunity for comparison, 
eleven (11) areas indicated a significant}J greater incidence of acci-
dents and injuries among the court record cases than in the control 
group. The difference in these eleven (11) areas ranged from a low of 
forty-two (42) percent greater incidence, to a high or over ten (10) 
times the number of accidents in the study group over the control 
group. The following are tabulated results by mental category of 
the accident-injur,r data:*** 
* 41 P. 146-154 
** 4, P. 157-159 
*** Appendix II 
STUDY GROUP CONTROL GROUP 
(Court record) (No court record) 
MENTAL CATIDORY ,Y 
No. of body soars due 6 2 
to injuries, 
No, of fractures 3 0 
Additional accidents or 
injuries requiring medical 
care. 10 0 
MEN'l'AL CATEMQRY .!ll 
No. of body scars due 17 12 
to injuries, 
No. of fractures. 4 2 
Additional accidents or 
injuries requiring medical 
care. 6 4 
MEN'l'AL CATFXlORY l! 
No. of body scars due 23 8 
to injuries. 
No, of fractures, 0 2 
Additional accidents or 
injuries requiring medical 
care. 7 4 
COMBINljD MFjNl'AL CATIDORIES 
No. of body scars due 46 22 
to injuries. 
No. of fractures. 7 4 
Additional accidents or 
injuries requiring medical 
care. 23 8 
In anner to the questions posed early in the study it is now 
apparent that individuals who experience difficulty with law enforcement 
officials also tend to experience more accidents than their law abiding 
peers. This fact is made readily apparent by the data presented above. 
When all mental score categories are combined these results uhow that 
individuals with court records have suffered approximately twice as JJ11U1,1 
fracturaa, cuts or lacerations and three times as many other types of 
injuries as individuals without court records. These facts are signif-
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icant because they indicate that these traits are present to a large de-
gree in the same individuals and tbat knowledge of asocial behavior can 
serve as a useful ~edictor of increased ~obability to accident prone-
ness. 
Data concerning the various measures used to evaluate emotional 
stabilitJ also has confirmed the suspicions of ~evious researchers. For 
example, of the forty (40) men in the court record group fourteen (14) 
were unemployed at the time of thia study and of this same group on:cy 
eighteen (18) were high school graduates. In contrast to this, the con-
trol group had but two unemployed and twenty-five (25) high school grad-
uates. Based on oployment facts for the jobs held in the previous three 
years, the court record group held their jobs an average (arithmetic 
mean) of 16.1 months while the control group held their's an average 
of 25.6 months. This information indicates that within the ~evious 
thirty-six (.36) month period the police record group changed jobs or 
were unemployed ap~oximately twice as often as the control group.* 
A minor, but possibly significant difference was noted between 
groups regarding the nwuber of pbysicsl complaints checked by the ex-
aminee on his Medical History Statement. The court record group check-
ed an average of 3.4 (arithmetie,aean) soutie complaints while the 
control group cheeked an average of 3.85 complaints. This indicates 
as Dunbar ~evious:cy noted that the accident ~ones considered them-
selves to be more virile, athletic, and in better health than did thoae 
in the oontrol group. As mentioned earlier, any significance placed 
on this information is purely theoretical; however, since it re~e-
*Appendix II 
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sants a ~ojaction of the accident ~one and criminal personalities 
it may offer insights for future study.* 
D. Summary 
In sum, this study bas shown that a relationship between 
criminal or asocial behavior and accident ~oneness does exist. Using 
~ior court records as the sole differentiating criterion, it was 
found that these men suffered from two (2) to three (3) times the number 
of accidental injuries as did men in the control group. Several other 
measures used to evaluate the stability of the individuals studied also 
indicated that the study group bad been less stable emotionally than 
their law abiding peers. 
* Appendix II 
IV. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Insights and facts regarding accident proneness gained from 
this study may enable employers to formulate more effective policies 
for employment screening and safety education. Caution must be exer-
cised, however, not to over-extend this knowledge to all specific or 
individual oases, since the validity of data obtained through the use 
of groups in controlled studies is valid primarily when applied to 
group situations or used in the formulation of group policy. This study 
may also provide a basis for further research to determine if knowledge 
of prior asocial behavior can serve as a useful predictor of increased 
probability to accident proneness. 
Basically this study has shown that men with prior criminal 
or asocial behavior, when considered as a group, experienced more acci-
dents and were in some ways less stable emotionally than their law abid-
ing peers. These factors make it advisable for personnel and safety 
officials to maintain vigilance to detect evidence of criminal or asocial 
behavior among their employees or prospective employees and to be aware 
of the significance of this behavior when detected. 
It is recommended that a routine police record check be added 
to the employment screening process. This will enable personnel inter-
viewers to become aware, early in the employment process, of previously 
noted basic maladjustment to authority and the possible increased proba-
bility to accidents. Significantly, criminal or asocial behavior, when 
proven, is objectively and permanently recorded and is a matter of pub-
lie record, while personnel data from private industry is not consist-
ently objective, readily available, or permanent. The objective in-
torlllation thus made available to t be employment interviewer will enable 
him to arrive at a sound decision relative to the employment policy and 
accident risks in his particular industry. A secondary gain derived 
from this procedure would be the selection of employees who are more 
stable emotionally and thus indirectly improve labor relations and de-
crease labor turnover. 
Insights gained from this study can also be extended to the 
field of safety education. This stuiy has shown that, as a group, men 
who are subject to repeated accidents are in some way less stable emo-
tionally then their colleagues. Safety education must be based on an 
understanding of the response of this less stable person. Most safety 
education still tends to rely on rather direct methods of presentation 
with posters, charts, the bulletin board, articles in company magazines, 
and circulation or daily accident reports. These techniques may be fair-
ly effective in reasonable doses with emotionally bealthf people, but 
may become dangerous with the lass stable and less mature employee. 
The individual with asocial tendencies might react negatively to all 
forceful and direct safety propaganda due to his hostility toward au-
thority figures. While pursuing a goal of safety education we must a-
void alienation of these hostility-prone individuals. These feelings 
of hostility in the less stable group of employees may be aroused by 
the ideas involved in the safety material itself, by the methods of 
conveying safety information, and even by the person discussing the 
problem or by the way in which he presents his ideas. When feelings of 
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hostility are aroused, the result will often be the opposite of that 
sought, 
The author has no arguaent with the usual presentation or fac-
tual material in the safety-edooation program, This is information ma-
terial and is not likely to arouse a great deal of feeling, and is the 
material which appeals to the thinking, intellectual part of our person-
alities. Ideas of emotional significance that may stir up feelings, 
however, lend themselves better to indirect techniques or instruction, 
preferably in group discussion, possibly with films and with the use or 
such techniques as role playing, In order to be effective, such tech-
niques must carefully avoid direct exhortation, Accident prones espe-
cially do not like to be told that they must do so and so because it is 
right and must not do such and such because it is wrong. In the face 
of such frontal assault on the problem, the unstable individual is apt 
to respond with the opposite pattern of' behavior from that sought, The 
ability or the safety educator to accept this premise, to understand 
and use the knowledge or the reactions or the immature and unstable 
employee, determines in large measure his effectiveness, 
Appendix I 
Data for the original study contained herein was obtained 
while on active duty as a Naval Officer serving at an Armed Forces Ex-
amining and Induction Station. The function of such organizations is 
to determine the physical, mental and moral fitness of men for enlist-
ment or induction into the Armed Services. This station is located in 
a medium to large size Eastern city which is the commercial center of 
a highly industrialized area. The geographical area served by this 
station extends to a radius of one hundred miles and is considered to 
have an excellent population cross section which includes urban, sub-
urban, and rural areas of all social, educational, and economic levels. 
To safeguard the security of possible sensitive data, only 
information contained in unclassified publications available to any 
interested individual through the Library of Congress Photoduplication 
Service will be quoted or paraphrased. As a corollary to this, to in-
sure the anonymity of the individuals studied, they will be referred 
to by number. 
The Armed Forces Qualification T8 st (AFQT) is the psychologi-
cal test currently used for determining the mental acceptability of 
applicants for enlistment and of Selective Service Registrants for in-
duction. This test represents a joint services effort to achieve uni-
form mental screening procedures. Prior to development of the AFQT, 
the several armed services made use of different selection tests, each 
with its own system of converting scores or reporting results. The use 
of a screening test common to all serTices, together with appropriate 
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control at the Department of Defense, made possible an equitable dis-
tribution of available manpower among the military services. Accord-
ing to statuteH the test is designed to measure the same range of men-
tal ability composition as was in the armed forces during the peak 
.obilization year ending 31 December 1944. Consequently, the test 
items and scoring procedures are developed to achieve this result. 
Scores for the AFQT are reported by percentile and mental category to 
represent the testee 1s degree of learning ability relative to tbe mil-
itary population in tbe year 1944. Table III visually depicts tbe 
range and distribution of these scores. It is important to note that 
this test does not measure intelligence in the strict sensa but rather 
learning ability or basic military aptitude. ~ experience bas shown, 
however, that a high correlation with intelligence does exist. 
# Universal Military Training and Service Act 
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Appendix II 
Tables and Exhibits Containing Information Used in Original Stti!y. 
TABLE IV 
POLICE Rl!XlORD GROUP • MENTAL CATIDORY II (PERCENI'ILE SCORES 65-92) TEN (10) CASES 
ColUJIIJl No. 
....!... ...lL ...llL .JY... ..:L ...!L ..llL lli1. .JL.. 
No. or No. of Jobs 
No. ot Additional Somatic Paet TbrH Year!!l 
Body Injuriee Complaints Longest Period 
No. ot Soars Requiring Checked On In Months 
Caee Educational Score AFQT lAgal Due to No. ot Medical Medical His· Held Any of 
No. _An__Inforution (Percent_ib) Otr._n~es Injuri•s_Fractures Care torY Fol"ln These Jobs 
1 _2]._ _ ___ • n 1 _o _______ 1 1 2 o/o IJ 
College 
2 24 _ ~traduete Cil ___ _j!_5__ 2 0 0 _ ~-- __ 5 2119 
Two years 
3 23 collea Cil 81 _ 1 0 0 4 5 _ _ 2/Jh ll 
4 24 @ 82 - _1 0 1 2 - 3 -- 1/1.2 
5 _2_Q -- - Cil 71 - 1 0 0 - 2 ----- - _2/24 
6 22 Cil 79 1 0 0 - 4 - - 3/18 ll 
7 18 e 69 1 2 o 1 3 o/o # 
8 18 e 69 1 2 o 1 3 o/o II 
9 19 @ 72 1 2 0 - 1 117 
10 23 @ 73 1 0 l 1 8 1/36 
@ High School Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student 
f» 
TABLE V 
POLICE REXlORD GROUP - MENTAL CATEGORY III (PERCENTILE SCORES 31-64) (TWENTY CASES) 
Column No. ..1L 
_I_ 
...llL _1L ....!... ..!I.. VII VIII _1!.. 
No. of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Past Three Years 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Scars Requiring Checked On In Months 
Case Educational Score JAFQT Legal Due to No. of Medical Medical His- Held Any of 
No._Age_In!orqation (Percentile) O_ftensea~!njurie~Fractures~Care torY F~ The~~-Jobs 
1 18 33 1 o ~ l - 2 2h II 
2 19 - 33 6 o o - 5 3/3 II 
3 23 @ 56 u l 1 - - 0 - - 1 ~-____L/5 
4 20 - 40 4 0 ~ - _j} - 6 3/6 
5 23 @ 48 3 1 0 - 2 2/12 
6 24 - IJ> 1 1 0 - 4 2/24 
7 ~ 19 - 43 4 o _ ~~ __ p - o o/o 
8 25 - 46 4 2 1 - 0 1/3 
9 22 - 56 3 0 0 - 2 1/60 
10 25 - _____ 63___ 4 2 o 1 8 6h II 
@ High School Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student (Cont 1d) 
~ 
TABLE V (Cont'd) 
POLICE REXJORD GROUP - MENTAL CATJ!XiORY III (PmCENriLE SCORES 31-64) TWENTY (20) CASES 
Column No. 
....I.. ..n... ...ill... ...1!... ..!... ...!L VII .... lli! .JL 
No, of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Past Three Years 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No, of Scars Requiring Checked on In Months 
Case Educational Score AFQr Legal Due to No, of Medical Medical His- Held Any of 
No. Aile Information_ (Percelltile) Offenses Injuries Fracturu Care tQ:r_y Fol'QI___ TMli!LJObll 
ll 19 - 61 3 l 0 l 2 213 
12 23 - 31_ - 3 2 0 l l -~ 
13 23 @ 63 l 1 0 - 9 - - _l~ 
1.4 19 ___@___ 48__ _3_ __j)__ Q .. _ -- _8 ________ _3f.3___/i 
15 25 - 32 - - 3 2 0 l 0 - . _ill 
16 21 JJ. 2 0 0 - 2 4/8 
17 22 - 35_ 2 l 0 1 _3 --__ _3fl0 
18 18 43 4 o o - o _ __ _gLo __ li 
19 22 - 32. - l 2 2 .. ___ - -- ___ l_ ____ .2.h.!._ 
20 22 
-
39 5 l 0 l 2 ----- ~ 
@ High Sohool Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student 
"' 0 
TABLE VI 
POLICE RECORD GROUP - lm'TAL CATIDORY IV (PERCENTILE SC()RPS 10-30) TEN (10) CASES 
Column No. 
I II 
- -
...ill.. ..1Y.... ..L ...!L lli Ylli. ..A 
No. of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Past Tires Years 
Body- Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Soars Requiring Checked On In Months 
Case Educational Score AFq! Legal Due to No. of Medical llledioal His- Held Any- of 
No. Aile Information (Percentile) Offenses InJuries Fractures Care TorY Form These Jobs 
1 23 - 26 2 3. 0 1 .l - __ 4/3___1/_ 
2 25 @ 18 5 2 0 - . 8 ___ l/6 
Three Years 
3 25 ColleP_ @ _ 30 l 3_ 0 l___ _ _ 15. -~Lo * 
I. 20 - 11 2 3 Q 2 0 -- -;.j6_jj_ 
5 18 - 2:1 2 2 0 - 0 -- 4/1.. 
6 lS 26 1 2 o 1 4 2/S # 
7 23_ .. 30 1 2 0 - 4 -- ll~ 
g 19 @ 28 l 2 Q 1 0 - 2/lh # 
9 25 @_ 16_ - 4 2 0 l g lh2 
10 2!., - 23 2 2 0 - 2 l/28 
@ High School Graduate # Presently- Unemploy-ed * Recent Full Time Student 
~ 
TABLE VII 
CONTROL GROUP ~ MENTAL CATIOClORY II (PER.CENriLE SCORES 65-92) TEN (10) CASES 
ColWDil No. 
J... ...!L ...ilL _!L .L ..n.. ..ll!... VIII ...1!.. 
No. of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Last Three Year! 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Soar! Requiring Checked on In Month! 
Case Educational Score AFQT Legal Due to No. of Medical Medical His- Held ~ of 
No. Age Information (Percentile) Offenses Iniuries Fractures Car_e ___ Wl:'Y Form These Jobs 
@ One Year 
1 19 ___ Colle~~:e 71 ~ 0 0 • 1 o/o * 
2 23 __ - @ ___ 65 - - 0 - 0 - 11 1/48 
3 _23___ @ -- 85 " 0 0 - 4 2/24 
Three Years 
4 20 College @ 77 - 0 0 .. 8 1/24 * 
5 _:u________ _ ___ 79 __ .. 0 0 ~ 1 1/41 
6 21 @ -- -- _79 ~ 1 0 - 10 2/24 
7 19 @ 71 - 0 0 .. 18 1/60 
Three Years 
8 21 C2ll!!lle @ ___ 79 ___ o 0 - 4 2/3 * 
9_ ~ ___ @____ 87 _.._u -H 0 0 - 2 -n• -- 211J3 
Three Years @ 
10 23 & Half C&lleu 81 ______ 1 0 -- 2 _ 1/J 
@ High School Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student 
'Kl 
TABLE VIII 
CONTROL GROUP .. MENTAL CATEXlORY III (PERCENTILE SCORES 31-64) TWENTY (20) OASES 
Column No. 
...L ..IL ...ill.... ....!!.... ..:L ..!!.. ..:w... VIII ...!!.. 
No. of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Laat Three Years 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Saara Requiring Checked On In Months 
Case Educational Score JAFr;tr Legal Due To No. of Medical Medical His- Held IJJny of 
No. Ae:e Information____f&roentUI!LOrt~maes_Injuriea FraotureJLQare. ___ tQrY_l'~I!L_..'l'Mse Jobs 
1 18 o 59 .. __ o o .. 1 _____ _ olo * _ 
2 23 ·---@ 56 -- .. . 0 ____ 0 - .... 4 --~ 
3 23 - @ 35 .. 0 0 - 1 - lf6o. 
4 23 0 36 .. 0 0 .. 6 3iu 
5 23 .. 52 .. 1 1 1 4 1L6o 
6 23 - 34 - 1 0 - 1 2iu 
7 23 - 50 - 0 0 - 2 ____ lfu 
8 18 o 58 - o o .. 2 1L~ 
9 23 - 36 - 0 0 .. 2 1/3 
10 19 @ 36 - 1 0 - 0 2/9 
@ High School <,!raduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student Cont'd. 
~ 
TABLE VIII (Cont 1d} 
CONTROL GROUP - MENTAL CATEGORY III (PERCENTILE SCORES 31-64) TWENTY (20) CASES 
ColUIIUl No. 
I II 
- -
...ll!... ..n.. ...!.... ...n... VII VIII ..1L 
No. of No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Past Three Yeara 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Soars Requiring Checked On In Months 
Case Educational Score AFQ:r Legal Due to No. of Medical Medical His- Held A:ny Of 
No. An I!U'Q1'1!l4tion__f('eroentile) _Qffenl!es _Injuriu_floaotures_Qare ____ tory FonL __ These Jobs 
11 22 @ 50 - 1 0 .. 2 1/47 
12 20 .. 58 __ - o o .. _ .. 3Ll8 
13 17 - 58 - o o • 4 _ oLo * 
1.4 17 @ 50 .. 1 0 - 2 2117 
15 20 @ 47 .. 1 0 .. 1 3h 
16 23 - -52 - - -- .. 0 0 - 3 1/36 
17 22 @ - --- 36 ----- - 1 1 1 4 20. 
18 20 @ 43 .. 2 0 1 2 3/9 
19 19 @ 36 - 0 0 - 2 2/18 
20 23 ___ @___ ---50 - 3 0 1 2 - 3/15 
@ High School Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Sttdent 
~ 
TABLE IX 
CONTROL GROUP • MENTAL CATEGORY IV (PERCEN.riLE SCORES lQ-.30) TEN (10) CASES 
ColUJIIIl No. 
..1... _u_ ....ilL _![_ ....!... ..!L ....!ll.. VIII ...lL 
No. o£ No. of Jobs 
No. of Additional Somatic Past Three Years 
Body Injuries Complaints Longest Period 
No. of Scars Requiring Checked On In Months 
Case Educational Score AFQT Legal Due to No. o£ Medical Medical His- Held Aey of 
No. _Aile InfQl'lllation_ (Percentile) Offenses In.furies Fractures Care tory Form These Jobs 
1 20 22__ - l 0 - 3 5/12 
2 19 - 2.4_ - 1 o - 3 o/o * 
__l__ 19 - 10 -- _...__ ____ 0_ . 0 --- - 3 -- 2f6 # 
~-- 18___ ____ 20 __ 1 o - o o/o 1 
5__ ].9__ - ___..__- -~- l6 - 2 0 - 6 lll 
6 23 @ 2L__ __ ___..___ 2 o 1 5 _lf6o 
7 23 @ 21.__ ___ .. ______ 0_ 0 - 7 _l/50 
8 23 - . -~- __ 27_______ ___..- . 0 2 2 3 l/36 
9_ _23- . - _@_ 16_ . - 0 0 - 2 l/38 
10 2.1__ ___..- 26_ - - l 0 l 16 l/36 
@ High School Graduate # Presently Unemployed * Recent Full Time Student 
V1 
V1 
TABLE X 
DESCRIPTION OF LEW.L OFFENSES 
POLICE ImlORD GROUP - MENTAL CATEGORY II 
Case No, 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Nonsupport of Bastard Child 
Fornication and Bastardy 
BUl'glary 
Age 17 
Age 17 
Age 20 
Age 20 
Age 18 
6, Operating Motor Vehicle After License Suspension-Age 21 
7. UnlawfUl Tampering of Motor Vehicle of Another Age 18 
8, 
9. 
10, 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Malicious Mischief 
Disorderly Conduct 
Age 17 
Age 18 
Age 21 
TABLE II 
DESCRIPTION OF LEXaL OFFENSES 
POLICE RECORD GROUP - MENTAL CATmORY III 
Case No. 
1. Juvenile Delinquency Age 16 
2. Five charges or Juvenile Delinquency -
Ages 141 15 1 161 171 17 
Disorderly Conduct Age 18 
3. Juvenile Delinquency Age 14 
4. Four charges or Juvenile Delinquency -
Ages 15, 15, 16, 16 
5. Three charges or Loitering 
6. Assault and Battery 
7. Four Charges or Juvenile Delinquency -
Ages 19, 20, 21 
Age 19 
Ages 13, 16, 161 17 
8. Three Charges or Juvenile Delinquency -
Ages 121 14, 15 
Desertion and Nonsupport or Wife Age 24 
9. Three Charges of Juvenile Delinquency - Ages 14, 16, 16 
10. Two Charges of Juvenile Delinquency 
Accessory to Armed Robbery 
Fornication 
Ages 15, 17 
Age 18 
Age 18 
llo Three Charges or Juvenile Delinquency - Ages 9, 13, 16 
Cont 1d. 
57 
TABLE II (Cont 1d,) 
DESCRIPTION OF LroAL OFFENSES 
POLICE RECORD GROUP- MENTAL CATEGORY III 
Caae No. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Two Charges of Juvenile Delinquency 
Loitering 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Assault and Battery 
Parole Violation 
Two Charges of Juvenile Delinquency 
Two Charges of Juvenile Delinquency 
Ages 17, 17 
Age 18 
Age 15 
Age 19 
Age 20 
Ages 15, 15 
Ages 14, 16 
18, Four Charges of Juvenile Delinquency -
Ages 13, 16, 16, 17 
19. Disorderly Conduct Age 18 
20, Three Charges of Juvenile Delinquency - Ages 14, 16, 17 
Larceny of Automobile Age 18 
Fornication and Bastardy Age 21 
58 
59 
TABLE XII 
DESCRIPTION OF LmAL OFFENSES 
POLICE RECORD GROUP - MENTAL CATEGORY IV 
Case No. 
1, Two Charges of Juvenile Delinquency Ages 16, 17 
2. Drunken Driving Age 18 
Three Charges of Disorderly Conduct Age 23 
Desertion and Nonsupport Age 24 
Violation of Surety of the Peace Age 24 
3. Aggravated &saault and Battery and Rioting -Age 20 
4. Juvenile Delinquency Age 1.3 
5. Juvenile Delinquency Age l6 
Disorderly Conduct :Age 18 
6. Juvenile Delinquency Age 15 
7. Nonsupport of Wife and Child Age 22 
8. Operating a lrllotor Vehicle While Intoxicated ~ge 18 
9. Disorderly Collduct Age 23 
Operating Motor Vehicle While Under The 
Influence of Alcohol Age 2.3 
Nonsupport of Wife Age 24 
Disorderly Conduct Age 25 
10. Nonsupport of Wife and Child Age 22 
Fornication and Bastardy Age 24 
.ardForm89 
~-AU((. 1950) 
~L'LGATED BY 
EXHlBIT I 
REPORT OF MEDICAL HISTORY 60 OF THE Bl!DGET 
Ct:lAR A-24 THIS INFORMATION IS FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY AND WILL NOT 1£ RELEASED TO UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS 
NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME z. GRADE AND COMPONENT OR POSIT!ON 3. JOENTIF!CATION NO 
lCCCCt lCCCCt lCCCCt 
ADDRESS (Number, stre~t or RFD, citv or loum, zone and State) 5. PURPOSE OF EXAMINATION 6. DATE Of EXAMINATION 
JCOCCI: JCOCCI: XXXlCX 
I 8. RACE I 9. TOTAL YRS. GOVT. SERVICE 10. DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, OR SERVICE 111. ORGANIZATION UNIT MILITARY 
' 
CIVILIAN 
' 
, Cauc I i 
:·,H I ii~PLACE OF .BIRTH. 14. NAME, RELATIONSHIP, AND ADDRESS OF NEXT OF KIN 
JCOCCI: 
IN lNG FACILITY OR EXAMINER. AND ADDRESS 116. O=RMATION 
:XXX 
-
.MENT OF EXAMINEES PRESENT HEALTH IN OWN WORDS. (Follow bll d.escrzptwn of ]Jil6l IU.ttorv, if complamt extllt~) 
Good 
Y HISTORY 19. HAS ANY BLOOD RELATION (Parent, brother, sister, other) OR HUSBAND OR WIFE 
ION AGE STATE OF HEALTH 
' 
IF DEAD, CAUSE OF DEATH AGE H DEATH YES i NO (Check each itern) I RELATION($) I 
1 5l' liood X HAD TUBERCULOSIS 
4b Good X HAD SYPHILIS 
X HAD DIABETES 
s 7 Good 
. 
X HAD CANCER 
,.Jt 11 Good +---- . -· X HAD KIDNEY TROUBLE 
B 15 Good X HAD HEART TROUBLE Father 
; B 18 Good i X HAD STOMACH TROUBLE 
B 20 
' 
Good ! X HAD RHEUMATISM (Arthritis) Brother 
•B 21 Good - X ~~~ESAS HMA, 'iA1 """· 
X HAD EPILEPSY (Fits) 
' X COMMITTED SUICIDE I 
r x BEEN INSANE 
I'OU EVER HAD OR HAVE YOU NOW r Plnce check at ldt of each item) 
(Check each item) ES NO (Check each item) YES NO, (Check each itern) YES; NO (Check each itern) 
SCARLET FEVER, ERYSIPELAS X GOITER 
' 
xi TUMOR, GROWTH, CYST, CANCER X "TRICK" OR LOCKED KNEE 
DIPHTHERIA X TUBERCULOSIS lx RUPTURE X FOOT TROUBLE 
. 
SOAKING SWEATS RHEUMATIC FEVER X (Night suual~) X APPENDICITIS X NEURITIS 
SWOLLEN OR PAINFUL JOINTS X ASTHMA !x. PILES OR RECTAL DISEASE X PARALYSIS (Jnc. i1l[a1llile) 
MUMPS X SHORTNESS OF BREATH X' FREQUENT OR PAINFUL URINATION X EPILEPSY OR FITS 
WHOOPING COUGH X PAIN OR PRESSURE IN CHEST X KIDNEY STONE OR BLOOD IN URINE X CAR, TRAIN. SEA. OR AIR SICKNESS 
FREQUENT OR SEVERE HEADACHE X CHRONIC COUGH I X SUGAR OR ALBUMIN IN URINE X FREQUENT TROUBLE SLEEPING 
DIZZINESS OR FAINTING SPELLS X PALPITATION OR POUNDING HEART lx BOILS X FREQUENT OR TERRIFYING NIGHTM.~RES 
-
·-
:rYE TROUBLE X HIGH OR LOW BLOOD PRESSURE lx VENEREAL DISEASE X DEPRESSION OR EXCESSIVE WORRY 
----
EAR, NOSE OR THROAT TROUBLE X CRAMPS IN YOUR LEGS X RECENT GAIN OR LOSS OF WEIGHT X LOSS OF MEMORY OR AMNESIA 
RUNN!NG EARS X FREQUENT INDIGESTION X ARTHRITIS OR RHEUMATISM X BED WETTING 
CHRONIC OR FREQUENT COLDS X STOMACH. liVER OR INTESTINAL TROUBL~ X BONE, JOINT, OR OTHER DEFORMITY X NERVOUS TROUBLE OF ANY SORT 
SEV::ORE TOOTH OR GUM TROUBLE X GALL BLADDER TROUBLE OR GALL STONES X LAMENESS X ANY DRUG OR NARCOTIC HABIT .. 
··---
SINUSITIS X JAUNDICE X LOSS OF ARM. LEG. FINGER. OR TOE X EXCESSIVE DRINKING HABIT 
--· 
HAY "FEVER X 
ANY REACTION TO SERUM. DRUG OR 
MEDICINE X PAINFUL OR "TRICK'' SHOULDER OR ELBOW X HOMOSEXUAL TENDENCIES 
YOU EVER (Check each Jtem) Z2. FEMALES ONLY· A. HAVE YOU EVER-
' 
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING 
···----· 
WORN GLASSES X ATTEMPTED SUICIDE BEEN PREGNANT AGE AT ONSET OF MENSTRUATION 
:WORN AN ARTIFICIAL EYE X BEEN A SLEEP WALKER HAD A VAGINAL DISCHARGE INTERVAL BETWEEN PERIODS 
. 
----LIVED WITH ANYONE WHO HAD WORN HEARING AIDS X TUBERCULOSIS BEEN TREATED FOR A FEMALE DISORDER DURATION OF PERIODS 
----
. 
STUTTERED OR STAMMERED X COUGHED UP BLOOD HAD PAINFUL MENSTRUATION DATE OF LAST PERIOD 
-- !,.. ~~~HE~~~~~~~:-J'N AF'f'ER' 1NiURY Oif 
-- -
... Osc:~;;-WORN A BRACE OR BACK SUPPORT HAD IRREGULAR MENSTRUATION QUANTITY: DNORMAt. o~xc~SSJVE 
1ANY.JOBS HAVE YOU HAD IN THE 24. WHAT IS THE LONGEST PERIOD YOU Z5. WHAT IS YOUR USUAL OCCUPATION? I Z6. ARE YOU (Check one) 
'HREE YEARS' 1 HELD ANY OF THESE JOBS? 36 Student I • [if RIGHT HANDED 0 LEFT n~oro MONTHS 
u;-62..!89-1 
I 
I NO CHECK EACH ITEM YES OR NO. EVERY ITEM CHECKED '"YES'' ~UST BE FULLY EXPLAINED 
" 
BLANK SPACE ON RIGHT 
27. HAVE YOU BEEN UNABLE TO HOLD A JOB BECAUSE QF: 
' X 32. Tonsils removed 7 yrs old. 
' 
A SENSITIVITY TO CHEMICALS. DUST. SUNLIGHT. ETC. 
X B. INABILITY TO PERFORM CERTAIN MOTIONS 
X C. INABILITY TO ASSUME CERTAIN POSITIONS 37. Commited felony, b~ary, commited to 
X D OTHER MEDICAL REASONS (If yes, Aive reasons) Morganza on April 29, 1957. 
--~- ----
X 28. HAVE YOU EVER WORKED WITH RADIOACTIVE SUB-
STANCE7 
·- i X 
"· 
DID YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH SCHOOL STUDIES 
OR TEACHERS? (If yes, give details) 
. - -----
X 30. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN REFUSED EMPLOYMENT BECAUSE 
OF YOUR HEALTH' (If yes, state reason and give 
details) 
31. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DENIED LIFE INSURANCE' 
X (If yes, state reason and give details) 
32. HAVE YOU HAD. OR HAVE YOU BEEN ADVISED TO HAVE. 
ANY OPERATIONS? (If yes,. describe and Aive 
a~Ze at which occurred) 
33. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A PATIENT (comm;tted or 
voluntary) IN A MENTAL HOSPITAL OR SANA TOR· 
IUM7 (If yes, specify when, where, why, and 
X 
nRme of doctor, and complete address of 
hospitB.l or clinic) 
34. HAVE YOU EVER HAD ANY ILLNESS OR INJURY OTHER 
THAN THOSE ALREADY NOTEQ' (//yes, specify .. 
X when, where. and ~live details) 
35. HAVE YOU CONSULTED OR BE{N TREATED BY CLINICS. 
PHYSICIANS. HEALERS. OR QIHER PRACTITIONERS 
WITHIN THE PAST 5 YEARS? (If yes, Aive com-
plete address of doctor, hospital, clinic, 
X and details) 
.. 
36. HAVE YOU TREATED YOURSELF FOR ILLNESSES OTHER 
X THAN MINOR COLDS? (If yes, which illnesses) 
37. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN REJECTED FOR MILITARY 
SERVICE BECAUSE OF PHYSICAL. MENTAL. OR OTHER 
REASONS! (If yes, Aive date and reason for 
rejection) 
..• 
38. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DISCHARGED FROM MILITARY 
X SERVICE BECAUSE OF PHYSICAL. MENTAL. OR OTHER REASONS? (lf yes, give date, .reason, and 
type of discharge: whether honorable, 
other than honorable, for unlit ness or un-
suitability) 
39 HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED. IS THERE PENDING. HAVE 
YOU APPLIED FOR. OR DO YOU INTEND TO APPLY FOR 
• PENSION OR COMPENSATION FOR EXISTING DISABIL· ITY? (If yes, specify what kind, Aranted by 
whom, and what Rmount, when, why) 
RT!FY THAT I HAVE REVIEWED THE FOREGOING INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY ME AND THAT IT IS TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
THORIZE ANY OF THE DOCTORS. HOSPITALS, OR CLINICS MENTIONED ABOVE TO FURNISH THE GOVERNMt.NT A COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT OF MY MEDICAL RECORD FOR PURPOSES 
:ESSING Mt APPLICATION foR THIS EMPLOYMENT OR SERVICE. 
1R PRINTED NAME OF EXAMINEE I SIGNATURE 
I 
)!ClANS SUMMARY AND ELABORATION OF ALL PERTINENT DATA (Phy~kian shall C<mPnnd on all po.~itire liiiSUHrs in itUT>J £() thru 89) 
T & A age 7, NSND 
Wears glasses, ND 
Running ears in childhood - NSND 
>R PRINTED NAME OF PHYSICIAN OR EXAMINER DATE SIGNATURE NUMBER OF ATIACHED 
SHEETS 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING Of"FIC£ : 1952-Q--213344 
~ Form 81 
June 1956) 
iT NAME FIRST NAME 
XXlCCt 
MIDDLE NAME 
EXHIBIT II 61 
REPORT OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION 
2. GRADE AND COMPONENT OR POSITION 3. IDENTIFICATION NO. 
liE ADDRESS (Number, street or RF D, cittJ or loum, .wne and Slate) 5. PURPOSE OF EXAMINATION •• DATE OF EXAMINATION 
XXlCCt xxxxx XXXlCt 
' la·~=~c 19, TOTAL YEARS GOVERNMENT-SERVICE 10. AGENCY I''· ORGANIZATION UNIT le MILITARY I CIVILIAN 
E OF BIRTH 13. PLACE OF BIRTH 14. NAME, RELATIONSHIP, AND ADDRESS OF NEXT OF KIN 
XXX lCCCCX XXXlCX 
MINING FACILITY OR EXAMINER, AND ADDRESS 18. OTHER INFORMATION 
XXlCCt xx:xxx 
lNG OR SPECIALTY TIME IN THIS CAPACITY (Tolal) LAST SIX MONTHS 
I I 
CLINICAL EVALUATION NOTES. (Deecribe every abnormality in detail. Enter p8rtinent item number before each 
(Check each item in appropriate co/) comment. Continue in item 73 and uae additional sheets if necessary.) ABNOR· 
uznn· enter "NE" if not evaluated. MAC 
18. HEAD, FACE, NECK, AND SCALP 
19. NOSE 
20, SINUSES -
21. MctuTH AND THROAT .. 
22. EMI:S-GENERAL~tw· .:f.;.. "f::!:~~::r"';'t, 
23. DRUMS (Ptw/aro.tion) 
24. EYEs-GENERAL~~."':: ::!r::'f"' 
25. OPHTHALMOSCOPIC 
26. PUPILS (llQUalitzl 4ft~! r«Jd1on) 
27. OCULAR MOTILITY~=::::·-
28. LUNGS AND CHEST (lndudf brtaata) 
29. HEART (Tlarud, aU:e, rhl/thm, BOUnds) 
30. VASCULAR SYSTEM (Varicoritlu, de.) 
31, ABDOMEN AND VISCERA (IDcJUIM hernia) 
a·z. ANu-s AND RECTUM IJ:::r.~~ 
33, ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 
34. G·U SYSTEM 
35. UPPER EXTRfMmE5~ r- ol 
36. FEET X 36. Pes planus 20 bilateral 
-
ND 
37, LOWER EXTREMITIES~~-#~ 
38, SPINE, OTHER MUSCULOSKELETAL 
39, IDENTIFYING BODY MARKS, SCARS, TATTOOS X 39. Tattoo 
-
("JOE") rt wrist. 4" scar rt lower 
110. SKIN LYMPHATICS leg 
-
ND 
41. NEUROLOGIC~-_,.,.~, 
12. PSYCHIATRIC~---"''-....,_, 
43. PELVIC (Pemakt onl11) (Checi 1wtD don.) 
0 VASINAL 0 RECTAL (Continue in item 73) 
TAL (Place appropri~Jte aumbola aboN or below numbw a/upper and lowf!lr t.sch, rupeditd11.) REMARKS AND ADDITIONAL DENTAL 
:utorable wah X-MUBinv tutJa ~-FUed bridge, brackets to DEFECTS AND DISEASES 
-~- l'l'X-Replaced by denturea include abutment~~ 
L 
I 2 3 4 5 • 7 8 • 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 E lCCCCX 
2 31 30 .. 28 27 .. 25 24 23 22 21 20 10 18 17 F 
T 
~ LABORATORY FINDINGS 
lA LYSlS: A. SPECIFIC GRAVITY JCUJ.£ 46. CHEST X·RAY (Pl<u:e, dele, film numbw and resuU) 
"" 
IPT'V i • .. MICROSCOPIC 
I lCCCCX xx:xxx xxxxx 
)LOtY (81*ifrl IAI used Gnd result) 48. EKG 49. BLOOD TYPE AND RH 50. OTHER TESTS 
FACTOR . 
XXlCCt xx:xxx xxxxx lCCCCt 
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER FINDINGS 
lGHT 7ot 1'2• wl,JJ 153. COLOR HAIR Brown Haz"l t 54. COLOR EYES Iss. autLo, ~SLE-NDER D MEDIUM D HEAVY D OBESE 
1
56. ;;a:f:TURE 
BLOOD PRESSURE {Annal heart le!ld) ... PULSE (Arm al heart lerJel) 
I "'·128 I .. I"'· c . ~ •. smiNG I B. AFTE%XERCISE c. ' MIN. AFTER I'· RECUMBENT 1 E. AFTER STANDING ' I""· 72 I RECUM• STANDING 84 S MIN. BENT DIAS. (S min.) . 74 
DISTANT VISION 60. REFRACTION 
"' 
100 CORR. TO 20/ 20 
" 
Lens s. 
" ,, 70 CORR. TO 2.0/ 20 
" 
Lens s. 
" 
TEROPHORIA (Speci/u dist.cmu) Normal cover t"st 
.,. R. H. L, H. PRISM DIV. 
ACCOMMODATION 64. COLOR VISION (Test wed and resv.U) 
"" 
Normal AOC 
•LD OF VISION 67. NIGHT VISION (Teat uaed and BCOre) 
HEARING 71. NE AUDIOMETER 
15 /U SV '" "' "" ... I ... wv ... 51£ 1014 B048 
------
RIGHT 
• 15 /15 sv '" ------
"" 
ITES (Cont,nued) AND SIGNIFICANT OR INTERVAL HISTORY 
AFQ:r 6B-.35-III 
JMMARY OF DEFECTS AND DIAGNOSES (LUI, diaqnoaeB with item number&) 
59. 
.39. 
)6. 
Visual Defect (.380.3) - ND 
See other side ND 
See other side ND 
ECOMMENDATIONS FURTHER SPECIALIST EXAMINATIONS INDICATED (SpecifJI) 
None 
(AMINEE (Ch<ck) 
:IS QUALIFIED FOR 
a. D ts NOT QUALIFIED FOR 
' NOT QUALIFIED, LIST DISQUALIFYING DEFECTS BY ITEM NUMBER 
'PED OR PRINTED NAME OF PHYSICIAN 
rPED OR PRINTED NAME OF PHYSICIAN 
rPED OR PRINTED NAME OF DENTIST OR PHYSICIAN (Indicate trJhich) 
'PED OR PRINTED NAME OF REVIEWiNG OFFICER OR APPROVING AUTHORITY 
3000 4000 
1896 4096 
SIGNATURE 
SIGNATURE 
SIGNATURE 
SIGNATURE 
61. 
PRISM CONV. 
" 
CORR. TO 
CORR. TO 
65. DEPTH PERCEPTION (Teat used and BCOre) 
68. RED LENS TEST 
NEAR VISION 
" 
" 
UNCORRECTED 
CORRECTED 
69. INTRAOCULAR TENSION 
Normal 
72, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOMOTOR (Tests wed and 8core) 
6000 8000 
6144 819£ NE 
76. A. PHYSICAL PROFILE 
+1+--1+1+1+1+ 
.. PHYSICAL CATEGORY 
A 
I 
6 
I 
c 
I 
E 
X 
TACH ED SHEETS 
I NUMBER Of AT-
*U• 1;1, GIOVERNMENT PRINTING OfFICI>I 1857 0-82288 
111ad~ard Fonn 88 
ReT. JuDe l{l',fll 
lCCCCt 
EIHJBl'l' III 
62 
REPORT Of MEDICAL EXAMtHATIOr' 
:z-HcM(- Allt.~E-;-3-("fl.--,_:-~.~t;:'"~-;-/l f /!. ~!.111 vT ~'<:"'"· n>m <Jf\.J ~~tu.t.~) 
_Ma~-- Cauc 
~- D,O,T[ OF IIIRT~ 
I "· 
7. PATI~Q DR .!!PfGii<lH 
CLINICAL !IALUATI()fj 
rlli· (Check ••ch item 10 llPf''"'"'"-11!' r:nl· 1 ••~ ·• 
I,O,i umn ent~Jr "NE' it noi "''"iw«rt!>:[_ ~-· 
I 
I 
.,., 
''i: TES 
.36. 
.39. 
' 
--- j __ 
,' [j,,. • h.. "'~••J ab: u• ,,,.;,,' -- --- -·- ------,--,--· 1i nt>rtn<<> ·' ·~,.,., ,...,. .... .._bet-
0<:'111 ( ,,,..., '". 
·-Pes planus 2° bilateral - ND 
Tattoo- (•JOE") rt wri**• 4" scar rt lower 
leg- Nil 
·:-:-:::::--==---- ·-·-----.. ---1"' . .,,, ;._,,~, r,~,., ~~•J!Hirl•"·~ 
0 .':f.iJ.,re~IM ~ \1 ·'. 1),· t• rl.h - i"J..:e;: (JriiJI)<' l>nlci,,, t... 
,,.,.;."i' Jli-"'n>·'l1./.; 
- ,'Vcn.,Hiuo-"/>to l'·lA 
R 
l 
G-
H 32 
T 
3UGAft 
6 
27 
"X'TT !;',: '·'· f·! t1.: nno.L;">' 
,, 
, 
21 
<l-1 ,-.cl'J[) 11Pl ~!"lD R, 
<~rro~ 
! 
14 
19 
1 c 
!iO. UT~[II lEST~ 
-~--- ----------
! 
::XU* 8 ¥**i* 
T 
EXHffiiT IV 63 
DETERMIHA TIOH OF MORAL ELIGIBILITY DATE 
Fa< 0 ENLISTMENT ~INDUCTION XXlCCt 
COMMANDING GENERAL I FROM• US ARMY RECRUITING MAIN STATION 
Second US Army 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland JCCCCt 
ATTN: AIAAG-R 
IME 2. ADDRESS 3. SSVC NR 
XXlCCt XXlCCt XXlCCt 
• TURE OF OFFENSES (Give d~tailed description, incluJinB date of ear:h offense. List as a, b, c.) 
Larceny aiid Receiving Stolen Goods (15 AugUBt 1953). 
Registrant and another boy the same age stole_watches, cig~ette lighters, radios, 
relry, etc, total value or $3,000.00 from a supply company. 
. 
-
-
- ! 
)MPI-ETE APPLICABLE ITEMS a THRU h BEL.OW BY REFERRING TO OFFENSES AS: u, 4b, 4C. 
~E OFFENSES WERE: b. IF FOU NO GUILTY, COURT Co AGE AT TIME OF OFFENSE 
ACTION. WASJ 
NAL MISDEMEANOR X X CONVICTION . (Plead Guilty) 
-
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 19 yrs 
' 
ADJUDICATION 4S A JUVENILE 
DELINQUENT 0 YOUTHFUL OFPEN• 
DER, OR WAYWARD MINORs 
NY OTHER 
-
X 
rv AND STATE IN WHICH OFFENSE WAS COMMITTED: e. NAME OF COURT IN WHICH TRIED AND DATE OF TRIAL: 
Pittsburgh, Penna Quarter Sessions Court ot Allegheny 
County, 19 November 1953 
NTENCES IMPOSED WERE: 
Placed on probation tor 5 years. 
I> Form 212 
E! OFFENSES ARE PUNISHABLE UNDER THE LAW OF THE STATE BY: 
$2,000 fine, 5 yrs imprisonment, or both. 
'TE OF RELEASE FROM: 
CONFINEMENT PAROLE PROBATION 
lone iaposed 19 November 1958 
' 
>MPLETE EMPLOYMENT RECORD (Before and after offenses) 
NAME OF EMPLOYER LOCATION JOB TITLE iNCLUSIVE DATI!.S 
1roy Hospital Pitpbtn'gh, Pa. Law:dry Worker 1955- Jun 57 
~tsbtn'gh Coke & Pittsbtn'gh, Pa Laborer Jul 57 to present 
1mioal Company · (Except for tempo-
rary lsyoffs.) 
FORh'.ATION WAS OBTAINED BY: 8. EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 10. NR OF ACB SCORES OF 90 
~INTERVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL Quit school -'53 OR HIGHER {AFQT MENTAL GP 11 yrs lviFour (4) 
i VERBALLY FROM CIVIL AUTHORITIES 9. AFQT SCORE 1 \. PHYSICAL. PROFI"LE 
~EXAMINATION OF COURT RE.CORDS p II l .. • • 6B-25-IV 11 11 11 11 31 1 
IE MARKS: 
Registrant is unkempt, below average intelligence, and was uncooperative 
itn'ing his interview regarding his offense. 
. . . . 
He is aarried, the father of fotn' children, ages 6, 5, 4, 2, and another 
~ild expected in December 1959. 
It is believed that this :~~gistrant would not be an asset to 1he service. 
D RECOMMEND WAIVER BE. GRANTED D DO NOT RECOMMEND WAIVER BE GRANTED 
rYPED NAME & GRADE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER: 15. SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER: 
I. ~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
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